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Introduction: Using data to drive policy development is desirable but typically leads to a top-down approach which may have limited implementation success at the clinical level. The province of Alberta, Canada, with a universal public health system, has robust, linked data sources which can inform healthcare policy.

Objective: We sought to develop a mechanism whereby data could be more effectively used to create healthcare policy that would be acceptable and implementable within primary care.

Targeted population: Our process was targeted to involve the approximately 3500 family doctors (representing 86% of all primary care) who practice in Primary Care Networks and who deliver primary care in the province of Alberta, population 4.2 million persons.

Highlights: In our approach we used the robust, comprehensive data that comes from a universal health care system and which ties together elements such as resource utilization, physician and system contacts, diagnoses, lab and other clinical data, demographics, etcetera. Rather than having health administrators or the government interpret the data and develop policy which would then be sought to be implemented at a clinical level, we took a different approach. Instead, we shared the data with a formalized network that encompassed representation from all of Alberta's 42 primary care networks. The significance of the data was discussed, its priority and impact on various aspects of the health system agreed upon, and voluntary but binding policy decisions were made by consensus. Responsibility for implementation of the policies then fell to a joint partnership of the Alberta health care provision system (Alberta Health Services) and to the primary care networks and their individual practices. Once this process was underway, the Ministry of Health was advised and consulted so that policy could be formalized at a governmental level and be aligned with that of the health delivery system and provider organization. An important component of the approach was monitoring and tracking policy implementation and measuring its impact.

Transferability: This approach can be used, in context and as appropriate, in many settings provided there are groups of organized providers and sources of data that are meaningful to those providers.

Conclusions: By having an organizational structure that allows front-line providers to assess data and agree upon policy in collaboration with the healthcare system, and for the good of the population, formalization of such policy is easily carried out but, more importantly, there is buy-in across the provider community that allows for rapid and relatively easy implementation compared to traditional top-down policy implementation. However, success is dependent on having an organizational structure for the providers that can commit their constituents to a course of action; robust and
comprehensive data along with the ability to interpret such data; as well as a trusting relationship between the providers, their organization, and in this case, the health care delivery system and government.
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